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Atom (or molecule) intercalations and deintercalations have been used to control the electronic

properties of graphene. In general, finite energies above room temperature (RT) thermal energy are

required for the intercalations and deintercalations. Here, we demonstrate that alkali metal atoms

can be deintercalated from epitaxial graphene on a SiC substrate at RT, resulting in the reduction in

density of states at the Fermi level. The change in density of states at the Fermi level at RT can be

applied to a highly sensitive graphene sensor operating at RT. Na atoms, which were intercalated at

a temperature of 80 �C, were deintercalated at a high temperature above 1000 �C when only a

thermal treatment was used. In contrast to the thermal treatment, the intercalated Na atoms were

deintercalated at RT when tetrafluorotetracyanoquinodimethane (F4-TCNQ) molecules were

adsorbed on the surface. The RT deintercalation occurred via the formation of charge-transfer com-

plexes between Na atoms and F4-TCNQ molecules. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4961633]

Freestanding single-layer graphene with a hexagonally

close-packed structure of carbon atoms is a semimetal.1,2 Just

as the electronic and atomic structures and dimensions of Si

are controlled in device applications, those of graphene can

also be manipulated by various methods.3,4 The energy gap at

the Dirac point of graphene was controlled using the stacking

order of bilayer or trilayer graphene, the rotational angle of

twisted bilayer graphene, graphene nanoribbon, and metal

nanostrips.5–11 The electron or hole doping of graphene was

controlled using the adsorption of atoms or molecules and

atomic substitution.12 Furthermore, the two-dimensional gra-

phene developed into a three-dimensional structure.13,14

Among various methods to control physical properties of gra-

phene, intercalation and deintercalation have been widely

used.15–19 The electronic structure of graphene grown epitaxi-

ally on metal or SiC substrates has been controlled using inter-

calations of atoms or molecules. Interactions between

graphene and substrates and inter-layer interactions between

graphene layers have been manipulated by the intercala-

tions.20,21 Intercalations have also been used to exfoliate two-

dimensional materials.22 Furthermore, recent research on

alkali metal ion batteries has intensified the studies on interca-

lations and deintercalations.23,24

For epitaxial graphene on a SiC substrate, there is an

interesting change in electronic structure when atoms or mol-

ecules are intercalated. The zero-layer graphene, also known

as the buffer layer, has the same atomic structure as single-

layer graphene but contains a number of C atoms bonded to

the Si atoms in the SiC substrate.25 The zero-layer graphene

thus has the insulating flat energy bands.25 When atoms or

molecules are intercalated between the zero-layer graphene

and the SiC substrate, the zero-layer graphene changes into

single-layer graphene, which results in an insulator-metal

transition. To restore the atom (or molecule)-intercalated

graphene, the atoms or molecules should be deintercalated.

However, deintercalation requires high thermal energy,

which is achieved by thermal heating at high temperatures.

For example, when Si, Ge, and Y are intercalated between

graphene and a SiC substrate, the atoms are deintercalated at

1100, 920, and 700 �C, respectively.21,26,27

Here, we demonstrate that alkali metal atoms can be

deintercalated from epitaxial graphene at room temperature

(RT) by a molecule acting as an electron acceptor. Na atoms

and 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane

(F4-TCNQ) molecules were used as alkali metal atoms and

electron-acceptor molecules. First, Na atoms were interca-

lated between zero-layer graphene and a 6H-SiC(0001) sub-

strate at 80 �C, resulting in electron-doped single-layer

graphene. When a thermal treatment was used to deinterca-

late Na atoms, a high temperature above 1000 �C was

required. In contrast to the thermal treatment, F4-TCNQ

molecules deintercalated Na atoms at RT. The deintercala-

tion can be interpreted in terms of the formation of charge-

transfer complexes between F4-TCNQ molecules (the elec-

tron acceptor) and Na atoms (the electron donor). The Na

atoms are extracted by the formation of the charge-transfer

complexes at the domain boundaries or atomic defects of

graphene, resulting in deintercalation. The deintercalation

pathways of Na atoms under a thermal treatment at a high

temperature can be different from that of the F4-TCNQ-

induced deintercalation at RT. The different pathways are

because a high thermal energy can make Na atoms deinterca-

lated through various defects, but RT deintercalation induced

by F4-TCNQ molecules can happen through limited path-

ways. The RT deintercalation by the formation of charge-

transfer complexes can be applied to an RT chemical sensor

based on the change in density of states at the Fermi level.
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A Si-faced 6H-SiC(0001) substrate was etched at a tem-

perature of 1580 �C under a hydrogen atmosphere in order to

cure any polishing damage and obtain flat terraces.28,29 After

loading the sample into an ultra-high vacuum chamber, it was

heated to a temperature of 1150 �C to produce the zero-layer

graphene.30,31 Na atoms were evaporated from a well-

outgassed commercial getter source (SAES) and were depos-

ited on the sample. F4-TCNQ molecules were evaporated

from a carbon crucible wrapped with a tungsten wire. The

crystalline and electronic structures of the sample were

observed using low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and

angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES), respec-

tively. The ARPES spectra were measured with a commercial

angle-resolved photoelectron spectrometer (R3000, VG-

Scienta) and monochromated He-II radiation (ht ¼ 40:8 eV,

VG-Scienta) at RT.

Figure 1 shows the changes in LEED patterns of zero-

layer graphene after intercalation and deintercalation. Figure

1(a) is the ð6
ffiffiffi

3
p
� 6

ffiffiffi

3
p
ÞR30� LEED pattern of zero-layer

graphene produced after heating to a temperature of

1150 �C.30,31 The zero-layer graphene has the same atomic

structure as single-layer graphene, but a number of carbon

atoms in the zero-layer graphene are bonded to the Si atoms

in the SiC substrate.25 Na atoms were deposited onto the zero-

layer graphene and subsequently heated to a temperature of

80 �C, resulting in the LEED pattern in Figure 1(b). The

ð6
ffiffiffi

3
p
� 6

ffiffiffi

3
p
ÞR30� LEED pattern disappeared and, conse-

quently, the LEED patterns of graphene and bulk SiC were

observed. The disappearance of the ð6
ffiffiffi

3
p
� 6

ffiffiffi

3
p
ÞR30� LEED

pattern suggests that Na atoms were intercalated between the

zero-layer graphene and the bulk SiC. Na atoms might be dif-

fused though domain boundaries or atomic defects of the

zero-layer graphene, as reported on intercalations of other

atoms or molecules.20 The diffused Na atoms prefer to bond

with the Si atoms of bulk SiC after breaking bonds between

the zero-layer graphene and the bulk SiC.19,32 The Na inter-

calations transform the zero-layer graphene into a single-

layer graphene.19,32 Finally, the single-layer graphene is

located on a Na-saturated SiC substrate, as shown in the

LEED pattern in Figure 1(b). F4-TCNQ molecules were

deposited on the Na-intercalated single-layer graphene at

RT. After the RT adsorption of F4-TCNQ molecules, the

ð6
ffiffiffi

3
p
� 6

ffiffiffi

3
p
ÞR30� LEED pattern reappeared, as shown in

Figure 1(c). The reappearance of the ð6
ffiffiffi

3
p
� 6

ffiffiffi

3
p
ÞR30�

LEED pattern reveals that the intercalated Na atoms were

diffused back onto the single-layer graphene, resulting in the

transformation of single-layer graphene to zero-layer gra-

phene. The overall intensity of the LEED pattern in Figure

1(c) is lower than that of the LEED pattern in Figure 1(a). A

LEED intensity can be reduced when other materials are

located on the pathways of the electron diffraction. In this

case, because charge-transfer complexes between Na atoms

and F4-TCNQ molecules are located on the zero-layer gra-

phene, the overall intensity of the LEED pattern in Figure

1(c) can be lower, compared to that in Figure 1(a). Another

possible origin of the reappearance of the ð6
ffiffiffi

3
p
� 6

ffiffiffi

3
p
ÞR30�

LEED pattern is that the F4-TCNQ molecules form a

ð6
ffiffiffi

3
p
� 6

ffiffiffi

3
p
ÞR30� superstructure on the single-layer graphene.

In this case, however, the intensity of the ð6
ffiffiffi

3
p
� 6

ffiffiffi

3
p
ÞR30�

LEED pattern should be greater than that of graphene.

Furthermore, there is no molecular origin of the superstruc-

ture formation and such a molecular superstructure cannot

explain the following ARPES intensity maps. As a compara-

tive experiment, we performed LEED experiments of Na

deintercalation induced by a thermal treatment, as shown in

Figure 1(d). With raising temperature above 300 �C, the

ð6
ffiffiffi

3
p
� 6

ffiffiffi

3
p
ÞR30� LEED pattern of the zero-layer graphene

was gradually recovered. The LEED pattern of the zero-

layer graphene was fully recovered at 1100 �C, where Figure

1(d) is the LEED pattern observed after heating at a high

temperature of 1100 �C. The LEED experiments show that

Na atoms are fully deintercalated above 1100 �C when

heated thermally.

The changes in the electronic structures of the zero-layer

graphene by the adsorptions of Na atoms and F4-TCNQ mole-

cules were further studied. Figure 2 shows a change in the

electronic structure after the intercalation of Na atoms. The

ARPES intensity maps were measured along the ky direction

across the �K point, as shown schematically in the inset of

Figure 2(a), where the �K point is located at ky ¼ 0 Å
�1

in the

intensity maps. Zero-layer graphene is insulating because a

number of carbon atoms in the zero-layer graphene are

bonded to the Si atoms in the bulk SiC, as shown in Figure

2(a).3,25 The ARPES intensity map in Figure 2(b) corresponds

to the LEED pattern in Figure 1(b) that was observed after

the adsorption of Na atoms at RT and subsequent heating to a

temperature of 80 �C. The ARPES intensity map shows a

typical electronic structure of single-layer graphene after the

disappearance of the electronic structure of zero-layer gra-

phene.19,32 The appearance of the electronic structure of

single-layer graphene supports that zero-layer graphene was

transformed into a single-layer graphene by the Na intercala-

tion. The Dirac point of the single-layer graphene is located at

a binding energy of 1.30 eV, showing that the single-layer

FIG. 1. (a) A LEED pattern of zero-layer graphene on 6H-SiC(0001). (b) A

LEED pattern observed after Na atoms were intercalated between the zero-

layer graphene and the SiC substrate. (c) A LEED pattern observed after the

deposition of F4-TCNQ molecules. (d) A LEED pattern observed after heat-

ing at 1100 �C. The LEED spots of bulk SiC, ð6
ffiffiffi

3
p
� 6

ffiffiffi

3
p
ÞR30� and gra-

phene are denoted by blue, purple and red circles, respectively.
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graphene is electron-doped. Because the single-layer graphene

is located on a Na-covered SiC substrate, electrons are trans-

ferred from the intercalated Na atoms.

In general, a finite temperature is required to deinterca-

late atoms or molecules located between graphene and a sub-

strate. For example, when hydrogen atoms are intercalated, a

thermal treatment at a temperature of 900 �C is necessary to

deintercalate hydrogen atoms.19 To understand the thermal

stability of the Na-intercalated single-layer graphene, the

ARPES intensity maps were measured after increasing the

heating temperature. Figures 2(c)–2(e) show the ARPES

intensity maps after heating at different high temperatures.

The ARPES intensity of single-layer graphene was signifi-

cantly reduced at temperatures above 600 �C with the reap-

pearance of the electronic structure of zero-layer graphene.

The ARPES intensity of single-layer graphene almost disap-

peared at 1100 �C and only very diffused intensity was

observed. This result is consistent with the LEED experi-

ments, where the LEED pattern of the zero-layer graphene is

fully recovered at 1100 �C, as show in Figure 1(d). The

changes in the ARPES intensity maps suggest that a high

thermal energy corresponding to approximately 1000 �C is

required to deintercalate Na atoms, which is much higher

than the temperature required for the Na intercalation. The

thermal stability reveals that the intercalation and deinterca-

lation processes are different. Further heating to a higher

temperature than that of the Na intercalation may cause most

of the intercalated Na atoms to produce a compound with

higher thermal stability, such as sodium silicide, instead of

deintercalation. When Na atoms are intercalated, they are

located on the Si-terminated surface of bulk SiC. The reac-

tions between Na atoms and the Si-terminated surface are

similar to those of a Na-covered Si(111) surface.33 When Na

atoms are adsorbed on a Si(111)–7� 7 surface at RT, Na

atoms do not disturb the overall structure of the

Si(111)–7� 7 surface. When heated to higher temperatures

between 410 and 540 �C, the Na/Si(111)–7� 7 surface

changes into a Na/Si(111)–3� 1 surface without the desorp-

tion of Na atoms. Na atoms are completely removed when

heated to a temperature of 800 �C for several minutes.33 The

Dirac point of single-layer graphene shifted toward a lower

binding energy. There are two possible mechanisms for the

Dirac point shift. One is that when the number of intercalated

Na atoms is reduced, electron doping from Na atoms is also

reduced. Another is that after intercalated Na atoms form

sodium silicide, the magnitude of electron doping is changed

because the interactions between Na atoms and single-layer

graphene are different.

To deintercalate Na atoms, F4-TCNQ molecules were

used instead of a thermal treatment at high temperature.

Figure 3 shows the changes in the ARPES intensity maps by

the adsorption of F4-TCNQ molecules on the Na-

intercalated single-layer graphene. Here, we note that the

F4-TCNQ molecules were deposited at RT without further

thermal treatment. The ARPES intensity maps were mea-

sured with increasing deposition time at RT. The ARPES

intensity of electron-doped single-layer graphene decreased

gradually. Subsequently, most of the single-layer graphene

was transformed into zero-layer graphene after a deposition

time of 15 min. Here, the energy bands of a Na-doped F4-

TCNQ film were reported to have binding energies of 1.0

and 1.9 eV, respectively, so that the difference in spectral

intensity of the ARPES intensity maps between Figures 3(c)

and 2(e) originates from the Na/F4-TCNQ complexes.34 The

ARPES intensity maps clearly show that the intercalated Na

atoms can be deintercalated at RT using F4-TCNQ mole-

cules. In contrast to the thermal deintercalation of Na atoms,

the Dirac point of single-layer graphene did not shift and

nearly remained at a binding energy of 1.2 eV, as shown in

Figure 3(b). It was reported that the F4-TCNQ molecules act

as electron acceptors on graphene.15 For this reason, when

the F4-TCNQ molecules are located on a single-layer gra-

phene, the Dirac point of graphene should shift toward a

lower binding energy. The unchanged Dirac point thus sug-

gests that the F4-TCNQ molecules are not located on the

single-layer graphene and react with the intercalated Na

atoms.

Figure 4 shows the schematic drawing of the Na interca-

lation and deintercalation processes. As described above, a

number of carbon atoms of zero-layer graphene are

FIG. 2. Changes in the ARPES intensity maps and angle-integrated photoemission spectra of Na-intercalated graphene near the K point. (a) ARPES intensity

maps of zero-layer graphene, where its angle-integrated photoemission spectrum is located at the right side. ARPES intensity maps measured (b) after Na inter-

calation, and after heating to (c) 300, (d) 600, and (e) 1100 �C, respectively. The Dirac points and Fermi level are denoted by green and pink lines,

respectively.
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covalently bonded to the Si atoms of a SiC substrate.19,25

Semi-metallic single-layer graphene becomes insulating gra-

phene on a SiC substrate.19,25 Most atoms and molecules

were reported not to diffuse through the hexagonal rings of

graphene because of high energy barriers for diffusion.3 For

this reason, atoms and molecules have been reported to be

diffused through the domain boundaries between graphene

domains or atomic defects within the graphene domains,

both of which have low energy barriers for diffusion.20 At a

temperature of 80 �C, Na atoms are intercalated between the

zero-layer graphene and the SiC substrate. In contrast to the

relatively low temperature required for intercalation, Na

atoms are deintercalated at a high temperature above

1000 �C. When Na atoms are intercalated, they should break

the bonds between the Si atoms on the topmost SiC bilayer

and the C atoms of the zero-layer graphene, as shown in

Figure 4(a). Subsequently, the Na atoms are bonded to the Si

atoms on the topmost SiC bilayer. When the intercalation

process is reversible, the heating temperature required for

deintercalation should be much lower than that which was

measured experimentally. The high deintercalation tempera-

ture suggests that the thermal treatment causes the Na atoms

on the topmost SiC bilayer to form chemical compounds

with higher thermal stability, such as a sodium silicide,

before they are deintercalated. Thus, the high deintercalation

temperature can originate from the high thermal energy

required to dissociate sodium silicide.

In contrast to the thermal deintercalation of Na atoms,

when F4-TCNQ molecules were used, the Na atoms were

deintercalated at RT, as shown in Figure 4(b). In the case of

the F4-TCNQ molecules, no thermal treatment was used so

that the deintercalation process did not produce sodium sili-

cide with a high dissociation energy. The Na atoms can be

deintercalated by the electrostatic attractive forces, resulting

in the formation of charge-transfer complexes shown in

Figure 4(b).35–37 The formation of the charge-transfer com-

plexes may occur at the domain boundaries or atomic defects

of single-layer graphene, as Na atoms are diffused in the inter-

calation process. As a result, Na atoms are extracted reversibly

and sequentially. When the charge-transfer complexes are

formed between the single-layer graphene and the bulk SiC,

the electron structure of single-layer graphene should be

observed after the adsorption of F4-TCNQ molecules. The

charge-transfer complexes should be located on the graphene

after the deintercalation of Na atoms, as shown in Figure 4(b).

Furthermore, the Dirac point of single-layer graphene was

nearly maintained during the deintercalation process. The

unchanged Dirac point suggests that Na concentration under

the remaining single-layer graphene region is preserved dur-

ing the deintercalation process. Furthermore, the different

behavior of the Dirac points between thermal and F4-TCNQ-

induced deintercalation may be related to different deinterca-

lation pathways. Atoms or molecules were reported to be

intercalated or deintercalated through defects such as atomic

defects or domain boundaries.20,26,38 A finite activation energy

is thus required to intercalate or deintercalate atoms. When

heated thermally, Na atoms can be deintercalated through var-

ious defects by a high thermal energy so that Na atoms can be

uniformly deintercalated. Subsequently, the uniform deinter-

calation can induce a gradual change of Na density, resulting

FIG. 3. Changes in ARPES intensity

maps and angle-integrated photoemis-

sion spectra of Na-intercalated gra-

phene near the K point measured after

the deposition of F4-TCNQ molecules

for (a) 5, (b) 10, and (c) 15 min at RT.

FIG. 4. Schematic side views of (a) Na

intercalation process and (b) Na dein-

tercalation process using the F4-TCNQ

molecules.
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in the change of the Dirac point. In contrast to the thermal

deintercalation, the deintercalation induced by F4-TCNQ hap-

pens at RT. The pathway of the deintercalation may be limited

and similar to that of the intercalation of Na atoms, keeping

nearly the same Na density, as shown in Figure 4(b).

In summary, we demonstrated that charge-transfer com-

plexes can be used for RT deintercalation of metal atoms

located between graphene and a substrate, whereas a high

temperature is required for deintercalation when only ther-

mal treatment is used. The RT deintercalation resulted in

reduction in density of states at the Fermi level, where metal-

lic single-layer graphene was transformed into insulating

zero-layer graphene. The change in the density of states at

the Fermi level was directly observed using ARPES experi-

ments and the change in superstructure was measured using

LEED experiments. The change in the density of states at the

Fermi level at RT can be applied to an RT chemical sensor

based on graphene, which can be used in a gas phase.
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Research Foundation of Korea (NRF-2015R1A2A2A01004853)

and National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grants
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